Dear Sir
RE: VENTER AND ANOTHER
Your email 9 March 2019 calling for comment by myself and Mr Darren Bobroff on “the story which
I propose to write for a local publication (and which) will also hopefully be syndicated abroad, inter
alia in the Sydney Jewish Report and the Daily Telegraph” refers.
Your animus iniuriandi is noted.
An ongoing fraud perpetrated on the Practice of Ronald Bobroff and Partners INC. by Mrs Zenobia
Venter together with the RBP employed attorney under whose supervision she worked, was uncovered
by RBP staffer Ms. Lucretia Daniels, Mr Bezuidenhout’s secretary.
Mr van Staden, the Court appointed curator to our Practice conducted extensive further investigations,
leading to the identity of the culprits ,which include Mrs. Zenobia Venter being identified.
I am informed that Mr van Staden submitted a comprehensive affidavit to investigating officer Lt.
Colonel Tobias Marais, and in which he fully set out the results of his investigations and the identity/
identities of the person/s who together with Mrs Venter had perpetrated the fraud on Ronald Bobroff
and Partners Inc.
I attach herewith an email received from Mr.van Staden dated 11 March 2019 confirming that:
“I wish to advise that Mr.Beamish did not approach me in this regard. I furthermore wish to confirm
that I have not made any allegation of either you or Darren having been involved in the alleged fraud
perpetrated by Ms. Z Venter”.
Given that neither Mr Bezuidenhout , nor Mr Van Staden were able to find any Dr M M Botha Psychiatrist to exist at the address given ,and that the Health Professions Council of South Africa has
no record of any such person , I am intrigued that you were allegedly informed that I have “his full
contact details”, and I would be obliged if you please tell me by whom you were so” informed”.
I have also been informed that a third person, who has a close working relationship with the former
RBP employed attorney for whom Mrs.Venter worked, as also with Mr Millar ,was somehow
involved.
You are no doubt aware that your close associate Mr. Anthony Millar, intriguingly arrived at the
offices of Mr. Rael Zimerman by whom Mrs. Venter was then employed ,so as to conduct an
“interview” with Mrs Venter.
I was not aware that Mr. Millar has become employed by the South African Police Services or the
Hawks to conduct such investigations.
However when one has regard to the close relationships which Mr Millar has with certain persons
connected to Venter and her accomplice ,one immediately understands what Mr.Millar was up to.
It accordingly comes as no surprise that Mrs Venters “statement” ,should contain the fabricated
allegation that Darren Bobroff was somehow involved with her in the fraud ,which she together with
her accomplice had perpetrated for some years on RBP Inc.
Perhaps you might want to enquire from Mr. Millar if he is aware of the whereabouts of the
mysterious Dr. M.M Botha.
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I assume that you have contacted Mr Bezuidenhout for comment ,as he is in a far better position than
me to do so .

Ronald Bobroff

